
Rustage - NO GAME NO LIFE RAP &#34;Lose&#34; RUSTAGE ft. LulunaRina

{Verse 1: Rustage}

You ain't gonna win this

Step into my district, I make em wonder like Civ Six

You about to witness me defy the statistics

First class treatment be that pleasure or business

Fight us? They be taking L's like a knight does

High up, I be giving tips like I'm Linus

Line up, we invading worlds like a virus

Nothing ain't gon' divide us, Sora, how I be fly as a

FlÃ¼gel, you drawing doodles whilst I be penning a masterpiece

Pupils be up on Google and searching why I'm so hard to beat

Maxing stats like an RPG, underleveled, you're half of me

I leave a royal flushed, no bust, I keep my cards on me

I'm in their head, Catan, how I'm settlin'

They act like I better win, like there's a chance I could lose

Adrenaline, a peasant compared to kings

They wanna fight with a genius, how about playing with two?

{Chorus: LulunaRina & Rustage}

I know we're not gonna lose

KÅ•geki shi tsudzukeru

Wakatteru, ima wa

Dice keeps rolling

I know we're not gonna lose

Mattero yo gÄ“mukingu

Fuse kÄ•do o hiraku

We're not folding

Bet's down, one round, we don't lose like

Get out, we bound to break new heights

Step down, these clowns ain't gon move right

Rep proud, going loud, we don't lose sight

Bet's down, one round, we don't lose like



Get out, we bound to break new heights

Step down, these clowns ain't gon' move right

Rep proud, going loud, we don't lose sight

{Verse 2: Rustage}

I do it straight like a rook, don't wanna play by the book

They know the game is afoot, I make 'em change with a push

They won't be jacking my style, no, they ain't taking a hook

Know how to hold'em like Texas whilst they be hating my look

I take my place with no mercy, this ain't no Magna Carta

I be the Ace like Attorneys, don't need no Magatama

I be the face of the worthy, I've got a race that deserves me

I'll keep on making my journey like I'm the Dungeon Master

Watch the way I'm doing this, making gains, I stay lucrative

They like Steph, how they stupid, it's easy to see you're new to this

Read their mind so intuitive, watch my bars like a fugitive

Blackjack, the way I keep on hitting like a pugilist

Face to face with the truth of it, hundred percent success rate

Fake 'em out like illusionist, in their head like an X-ray

Confident, I'm not losing it, say the pledge then Aschente

Place my piece and I'm moving it, see your king and it's checkmate

{Chorus: LulunaRina & Rustage}

I know we're not gonna lose

KÅ•geki shi tsudzukeru

Wakatteru, ima wa

Dice keeps rolling

I know we're not gonna lose

Mattero yo gÄ“mukingu

Fuse kÄ•do o hiraku

We're not folding

Bet's down, one round, we don't lose like

Get out, we bound to break new heights

Step down, these clowns ain't gon move right



Rep proud, going loud, we don't lose sight

Bet's down, one round, we don't lose like

Get out, we bound to break new heights

Step down, these clowns ain't gon' move right

Rep proud, going loud, we don't lose sight


